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Abstract True polar wander (TPW), a reorientation of the rotation axis relative to the solid body, is
driven by mass redistribution on the surface or within the planet and is stabilized by two aspects of the
planet’s viscoelastic response: the delayed viscous readjustment of the rotational bulge and the elastic
stresses in the lithosphere. The latter, following Willemann (1984), is known as remnant bulge stabilization.
In the absence of a remnant bulge, the rotation of a terrestrial planet is said to be inherently unstable.
Theoretical treatments have been developed to treat the ﬁnal (equilibrium) state in this case and the
time-dependent TPW toward this state, including nonlinear approaches that assume slow changes in the
inertia tensor. Moreover, remnant bulge stabilization has been incorporated into both equilibrium and
linearized, time-dependent treatments of rotational stability. We extend the work of Ricard et al. (1993)
to derive a nonlinear, time-dependent theory of TPW that incorporates stabilization by both the remnant
bulge and viscous readjustment of the rotational bulge. We illustrate the theory using idealized surface
loading scenarios applied to models of both Earth and Mars. We demonstrate that the inclusion of remnant
bulge stabilization reduces both the amplitude and timescale of TPW relative to calculations in which this
stabilization is omitted. Furthermore, given current estimates of mantle viscosity for both planets, our
calculations indicate that departures from the equilibrium orientation of the rotation axis in response to
forcings with timescale of 1 Myr or greater are signiﬁcant for Earth but negligible for Mars.
1. Introduction
Redistributions of mass on a planet, whether driven by internal processes such as thermochemical con-
vection, external processes such as the growth and ablation of ice sheets, or some combination of the two
(e.g., volcanism), will drive reorientations of the rotation axis relative to the surface geography over a broad
spectrum of timescales. Long-term, secular components of this reorientation are known as true polar
wander (henceforth, TPW).
The analysis of the rotational stability of terrestrial planets, and in particular TPW, is a classic problem that
dates, in the geophysical literature, to the canonical midtwentieth century study of Gold [1955]. Gold’s con-
ceptual model of load-induced TPW is illustrated schematically in Figure 1a. We begin with a rotating planet
whose gravitational ﬁgure has fully relaxed to an imposed centrifugal potential, i.e., a planet with a hydro-
static ﬁgure (Figure 1a1). If the planet is subject to a positive load, then the load will be thrown outward
toward the equator, or, for an observer ﬁxed to the planet, the pole will migrate (or wander) away from the
load (Figure 1a2). This wander will be opposed by the rotational bulge, since it represents an excess mass
that will resist displacement oﬀ the equator. However, Gold [1955] argued that this resistance is transient,
since the Earth will viscously deform in response to the perturbed centrifugal potential so as to bring the
bulge back onto the equator (Figure 1a3). Once this adjustment takes place, the load is free to move farther
away from the rotation axis and the process will continue in incremental steps (Figure 1a4) until the load has
reached the equator (Figure 1a5). In the conceptual model of Gold [1955], planetary rotation is inherently
unstable because a load of any size will ultimately migrate to the equator.
We can extend these ideas to the hypothetical case of a planet with an elastic lithosphere, the initial ﬁgure of
which is not hydrostatic (Figure 1b1). This case is consistent with a nonrotating, spherical planet (Figure 1b0)
with an elastic lithosphere that is spun up to a ﬁnal form in which all viscous stresses have relaxed. As in
Figure 1a2, loading this planet will drive TPW, and this polar motion will meet transient resistance from a
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the physics of TPW. The green disk represents an internal load, the solid-blue outer shell is an elastic
lithosphere, the solid arrow (with spin and TPW directions speciﬁed near the tip) is the rotation vector, and the long-dashed arrows are
previous rotation vectors within the same series. On each frame, the short-dashed line within the interior of the model planet denotes
the plane of the rotational bulge, while the dotted line is the rotational equator (i.e., 90◦ from the contemporaneous rotation axis).
(a0–b5) The cases where the rotational bulge can ultimately relax perfectly to any change in the orientation of the rotation axis (when-
ever this occurs, the axis of the bulge and the equator, denoted by the short-dashed and dotted lines, respectively, will coincide). In
this case, which is the scenario discussed by Gold [1955], an equilibrium theory predicts that TPW will ultimately reorient the load to
the equator (Figures 1a5 or 1b5). (c0–c5) The case where the initial state is hydrostatic, but where any readjustment of the bulge will
introduce elastic stresses in the (initially unstressed) lithosphere. In this case, the rotational bulge cannot adjust perfectly to a change in
the orientation of the rotation axis, and the ﬁnal position of the load will not be the equator (Figure 1c5). This ﬁnal state is predicted by
the equilibrium theory of Matsuyama et al. [2006] (see equation (28)) and it is governed by a balance between the load-induced forcing
and the resistance provided by the elastic lithosphere (the latter stabilization is termed the “remnant bulge”; see also Willemann [1984]).
The schematics in the ﬁgure are shown in a reference frame ﬁxed to the location on the load. While the ﬁgure presents the case of an
internal loading, the same physics applies to external loads; however, in this case the no-lithosphere scenario shown in Figure 1a must
assume that the surface mass load is never fully compensated.
rotational bulge that will ultimately reorient perfectly to any new rotational state (Figure 1b3). The process
will continue and, once again, the load will reach the equator (Figure 1b5). The key point in Figures 1a and
1b is that the rotation axis is inherently unstable whenever the rotational bulge can relax so that the initial
form of the planet is reestablished around the new rotational state, whether this initial form is hydrostatic or
not. In this case, in the terminology of Gold [1955], the rotating planet is said to lose all memory of previous
rotational states.
Goldreich and Toomre [1969] provided a theoretical framework for the conceptual model of Gold [1955] and
considered rotational stability in the case of multiple loads. They demonstrated, for slow changes in the
shape of a quasi-rigid body, that the angle between the angular momentum vector and the principal axes is
an adiabatic invariant. In the context of TPW, this invariance means that the rotation axis will remain aligned
with the principal axis of inertia whenever changes in the shape of the planet are slow.
It is important to note that Gold’s conceptual model predicts the ﬁnal orientation of the rotation axis (i.e.,
Figures 1a5 and 1b5), but not the timescale of TPW (i.e., Figures 1a1–1a4 and 1b1–1b4). A variety of method-
ologies have been developed within the geophysical literature to estimate the time dependence of TPW
driven by mantle convection, including both nonlinear [Ricard et al., 1993; Steinberger and O’Connell, 2002;
Tsai and Stevenson, 2007] and linearized [Chan et al., 2011; Cambiotti et al., 2011] treatments of the govern-
ing equations. Ricard et al. [1993] made use of the adiabatic invariance described by Goldreich and Toomre
[1969] and incorporated perturbations in the moment of inertia tensor associated with: (i) time-dependent
mass redistribution, including boundary deformations, associated with internal convective forcing, and (ii)
the time-dependent, viscous response of the rotational bulge to the perturbed centrifugal potential. They
expressed the latter contribution in terms of a long timescale, asymptotic expansion of the viscoelastic tidal
Love number at spherical harmonic degree 2.
The conceptual model of Gold [1955] was extended byWillemann [1984] [see alsoMatsuyama et al., 2006]
to incorporate stabilization associated with an elastic lithosphere, as illustrated in Figure 1c. Consider an
initially hydrostatic planet characterized by an unstressed elastic lithosphere (Figure 1c1). This situation
may arise in several ways. First, an elastic lithosphere may gradually cool out of a protoplanet that, at least
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initially, had no lithosphere. In this case, the creation of an unstressed elastic lid would not alter the gravita-
tional ﬁgure of the planet (i.e., the evolution from Figure 1c0 to Figure 1c1). Alternatively, one can imagine
a planet with a rotation vector that has been stable over a timescale long enough that the viscous stresses
in even a high-viscosity lithosphere would have relaxed. The planets in Figures 1b1 and 1c1 have the same
rotation rate; the important distinction between them is that the lithosphere in the former is stressed in the
preloaded state and, as a consequence, the gravitational ﬁgure of the planet is not hydrostatic. As discussed
byWillemann [1984] andMatsuyama et al. [2006], the distinction has profound implications for rotational
stability [see also Daradich et al., 2008].
Consider a scenario in which the planet in Figure 1c1 is subject to a load. As before, the pole will move away
from the load, the rotational bulge will act to resist this motion, and this resistance will gradually weaken as
the rotational bulge readjusts to the new orientation of the rotation axis. However, in contrast to the pre-
vious scenarios, elastic stresses induced in the lithosphere by TPW will prevent the rotational bulge from
adjusting perfectly to the new rotational state. That is, the rotational bulge remains misaligned with the
geographic equator in Figure 1c3. Nevertheless, the (imperfect) adjustment of the rotational bulge will per-
mit further TPW and the process will continue until elastic stresses in the lithosphere balance the forcing
associated with the load (Figure 1c5). In this case, the ﬁnal position of the load will not be the equator. The
stabilization associated with TPW-induced elastic stresses is known as the remnant bulge [Willemann, 1984]
(Figure 1c5).
Willemann [1984] concluded that the remnant bulge stabilization is independent of the elastic thickness
of the lithosphere. An extension and minor correction of his derivation byMatsuyama et al. [2006] demon-
strated, in contrast, that the magnitude of TPW would be dependent on the lithospheric thickness; however,
this dependence is only signiﬁcant for planets with relatively thin lithospheres. As in Gold [1955] and
Goldreich and Toomre [1969],Willemann [1984] andMatsuyama et al. [2006] were concerned with equilib-
rium theories that predicted the ﬁnal state of the rotation axis in response to a loading.
Chan et al. [2011] derived a linearized (valid for small-amplitude TPW), time-dependent treatment of
convection-driven TPW that incorporated stabilization by both the remnant bulge and the delayed viscous
adjustment of the rotational bulge. In this paper, we derive a nonlinear, time-dependent rotational stability
theory that incorporates both of these stabilization mechanisms. In our derivation, the ﬁrst of these stabi-
lization mechanisms is incorporated using the method ﬁrst outlined by Ricard et al. [1993]. The derivation is
valid for both internal and external loading, and we will describe the minor modiﬁcations necessary to move
from one application to the other. In this regard, one might interpret this manuscript as either an extension
of the Ricard et al. [1993] study to incorporate remnant bulge stabilization, or an extension of the equilib-
rium theory ofMatsuyama et al. [2006] to treat time-dependent rotational stability. A preliminary discussion
of this extended theory, in which the governing equation was provided without derivation, may be found in
Creveling et al. [2012].
In the next section, we begin with a detailed mathematical derivation of the governing equations. Following
this, we present a series of illustrative numerical simulations that adopt model parameters consistent with
the Earth and Mars. Recent ﬁnite element modeling has shown that the Earth’s broken lithosphere has an
eﬀective elastic thickness more than an order of magnitude smaller than the mean plate thickness when
considering its impact on rotational stability [Creveling et al., 2012]. In the simulations described below, we
generally adopt a lithospheric thickness of 15 km, which is above the upper bound of 10 km suggested by
Creveling et al. [2012]; however, to illustrate the physics of the stabilization we consider the sensitivity of the
results to variations in this parameter over the range of 5–25 km. The scenario in Figure 1c1 is more directly
appropriate for Mars, which has an elastic lithosphere with a thickness of several hundred kilometers, but a
form that is very close to hydrostatic [Daradich et al., 2008].
2. Mathematical Formulation
2.1. Conservation of Angular Momentum: Euler Equation
In a rigid body subject to no external torques, angular momentum is conserved and time variations in the
angular velocity vector, 𝝎, are governed by the standard Euler equation,
dL
dt
+ 𝝎 × L = 0, (1)
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where L is the angular momentum vector. The ﬁrst term on the left-hand side of equation (1) represents
the change of L as measured by an observer ﬁxed to the rotating body, while the sum of the two terms is
the change measured by an observer in inertial space. When the body is deformable, the moment of iner-
tia tensor, 𝐈, becomes variable in time, such that L(t) = 𝐈(t) ⋅ 𝝎(t). In this case, if the coordinate system is
chosen to coincide with the instantaneous principle axes of 𝐈(t), equation (1) generalizes into the so-called
Liouville equation.
In geophysical applications, the broad spectrum of time variability in both 𝐈 and 𝝎makes it challenging, in
general, to solve the nonlinear Liouville equation. As a consequence, problems involving timescales much
longer than a year have been solved using various approximations. For example, in the case where per-
turbations to both 𝐈 and 𝝎 are relatively small, the Euler equation can be linearized around an initial state.
This approach has been the standard methodology in predicting perturbations in Earth rotation driven by
ice-age loading, where TPW is of order 1◦ or less [Sabadini and Peltier, 1981;Wu and Peltier, 1984;Mitrovica et
al., 2005]. In this regard,Mitrovica et al. [2005] demonstrated that traditional ice-age formulations [Sabadini
and Peltier, 1981;Wu and Peltier, 1984;Mitrovica and Milne, 1998] introduced signiﬁcant error in predicting
TPW by ignoring stabilization associated with both the remnant bulge (Figure 1c) and long-term (relative to
ice-age timescales) excess ellipticity of the Earth’s ﬁgure.
Chan et al. [2011] extended the linearized Mitrovica et al. [2005] formulation to consider TPW driven by
mantle convection; they argued that the error incurred in such predictions is only ∼ 10%–20% when TPW
of ∼ 30◦–40◦ is driven by internal convective forcing concentrated at midlatitudes. The Chan et al. [2011]
stability theory incorporates stabilization associated with both the delayed, viscoelastic adjustment of the
rotational bulge and the elastic strength in the lithosphere (i.e., the remnant bulge).
A variety of other methodologies have been developed to model convection-driven TPW [Ricard et al., 1993;
Steinberger and O’Connell, 2002; Tsai and Stevenson, 2007]. Of particular interest here is the Ricard et al. [1993]
approach, which has commonly been adopted within the mantle convection community [e.g., Richards
et al., 1999]. Their treatment solves equation (1) under the assumption of very long timescale forcing and
includes stabilization due to delayed adjustment of the bulge (but not the remnant bulge); in this (very long
timescale) case, the governing equation reduces to an eigenvalue problem [Gold, 1955; Leﬀtz, 1991; Ricard
et al., 1993]:
𝐈𝝎 = 𝜆𝝎 . (2)
In this case, the evolution of 𝝎may be calculated by diagonalizing 𝐈 at each time step.
In the derivations below, we adopt the approximation inherent to equation (2), and the problem reduces
to ﬁnding all contributors to the moment of inertia tensor, 𝐈. In general, this tensor can be decomposed
into three components: (i) the initial (background) equilibrium form of the planet, (ii) any deformations of
the planet arising from perturbations in the centrifugal potential, and (iii) mass loads and their associated
boundary (surface or internal) deformations.
2.2. Viscoelastic Love Numbers
For a spherically symmetric, linear viscoelastic body, the deformation components within the contributions
(ii) and (iii) of the last paragraph are commonly described in terms of load and tidal (or tidal eﬀective) vis-
coelastic k Love numbers at spherical harmonic degree 2 [Peltier, 1974]. In the time domain, these Love
numbers may be written, respectively, as
kL(t, LT) = kL,E𝛿(t) +
K∑
k=1
r′
k
e−sk t, (3)
kT (t, LT) = kT ,E𝛿(t) +
K∑
k=1
r′′
k
e−sk t, (4)
where the superscript E denotes the elastic component of the Love numbers, 𝛿(t) is the Dirac delta function,
r′
k
and r′′
k
are the amplitudes of a set of K normal modes of viscoelastic decay associated with the load and
tidal response, respectively. The sk are the associated characteristic decay times for these modes, which are
the same for both the loading and tidal responses. The amplitudes and decay times are a function of the
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internal structure of the planet. For reasons that will become clear below, we have made the dependence of
the Love numbers on the elastic thickness of the lithosphere, LT, explicit. In the Laplace transform domain
(i.e., s-domain), the Love numbers have the form
kL(s, LT) = kL,E +
K∑
k=1
r′
k
s + sk
, (5)
kT (s, LT) = kT ,E +
K∑
k=1
r′′
k
s + sk
. (6)
Taking the limit as s→ 0, we have the so-called ﬂuid Love numbers,
kL
f
(LT) = kL,E +
K∑
k=1
r′
k
sk
, (7)
kT
f
(LT) = kT ,E +
K∑
k=1
r′′
k
sk
. (8)
The ﬂuid Love numbers characterize the response of the planet after all viscous stresses have relaxed;
they are dependent on the thickness of the purely elastic lithosphere, but not on viscosity. The hydrostatic
response of the planet can be expressed using ﬂuid Love numbers computed with LT = 0. Following
Matsuyama et al. [2006], we will denote these special (LT = 0) cases as kT ,∗
f
and kL,∗
f
, respectively.
In the next subsection, we consider the case where TPW driven by (external or internal) loading is only sta-
bilized by the delayed, viscoelastic adjustment of the rotational bulge, i.e., the cases shown by Figures 1a
and 1b. Following this, we extend the theoretical formulation to incorporate stabilization associated with
the remnant bulge, as in Figure 1c.
2.3. Transient Stabilization by the Rotational Bulge
In the initial, unperturbed state, we adopt a coordinate system aligned with the principal axis of inertia, such
that the angular velocity vector is given by𝛀 = [0, 0,Ω]. Making use of viscoelastic Love number theory, a
general expression for the time-dependent inertia tensor in the scenarios of Figures 1a and 1b is given by
Iij(t) = I0𝛿ij +
a5
3G
kT
f
(LT) Ω2
(
𝛿i3 −
1
3
)
𝛿ij
+ a
5
3G
kT(t, LT) ∗
{[
𝜔i(t)𝜔j(t) −
1
3
𝜔2(t)𝛿ij
]
− Ω2
(
𝛿i3 −
1
3
)
𝛿ij
}
+ IL
ij
(t) , (9)
where 𝛿ij is the Kronecker delta, a is the radius of the Earth, G is the gravitational constant, 𝜔 is the magni-
tude of the 𝝎 vector, and the ∗ denotes a time convolution. The ﬁrst two terms on the right-hand side of the
equation represent the inertia tensor in the initial, preloaded state of the planet (Figure 1a1, where LT = 0,
and Figure 1b1, where LT ≠ 0). The ﬁrst of these terms is the moment of inertia of the spherical, nonrotating
planet; the second is the (inﬁnite time) departure from sphericity driven by the centrifugal potential associ-
ated with the initial angular velocity vector,𝛀. The third term involves a time convolution between the tidal
Love number and the perturbation in the centrifugal potential from this initial state. This time convolution
introduces a delayed, viscous response of the rotational bulge to the evolving rotation vector, and this delay
acts to stabilize the pole [Ricard et al., 1993]. The last term is the load inertia tensor.
2.3.1. The Equilibrium Theory of Gold [1955]
The physics described by Gold [1955] was concerned with the response of the rotating system over
timescales much longer than those that govern the viscous adjustment of the rotational bulge. In this limit,
the modes of viscoelastic decay associated with the kT Love number will be fully relaxed, and equation (9)
simpliﬁes to
Iij(t) = I0𝛿ij +
a5
3G
kT
f
(LT)
[
𝜔i(t)𝜔j(t) −
1
3
𝜔2(t)𝛿ij
]
+ IL
ij
(t). (10)
The ﬁrst two terms on the right-hand side represent the response of the planet in the ﬂuid limit to the (very
slowly) evolving centrifugal potential. This so-called equilibrium form indicates that, under the assumptions
used to derive equation (9), the rotational bulge ultimately adjusts perfectly to any changes in the angular
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velocity vector, 𝝎. As discussed above, TPW is computed by applying the expression equation (10) in the
eigenvalue equation (2). In this case, the equilibrium form does not contribute, and the time-dependent
orientation of the rotation axis (i.e., TPW) is given by the principal axis of the load inertia tensor IL
ij
(t) with
maximum moment; hence, the load will always reach the equator (Figures 1a5 and 1b5). The scenarios
shown in Figures 1a and 1b are distinguished by the choice of LT. In the former case, where LT = 0, the
planet is in hydrostatic equilibrium in both the initial and ﬁnal states (Figures 1a1 and 1a5).
2.3.2. Ricard et al. [1993]
Whereas Gold [1955] was concerned with the ﬁnal, equilibrium state of the load, Ricard et al. [1993] was con-
cerned with the timescale of polar motion toward this state; that is, the time-dependent evolution shown
schematically in Figures 1a2–1a5 or 1b2–1b5. This time dependence is governed by equation (9). If we once
again collect and cancel the terms inΩ, this equation simpliﬁes to
Iij(t) = I0𝛿ij +
a5
3G
kT(t, LT) ∗
[
𝜔i(t)𝜔j(t) −
1
3
𝜔2(t)𝛿ij
]
+ IL
ij
(t). (11)
Ricard et al. [1993] used the convolution theorem to express the time convolution in equation (11) as
a simple multiplication in the Laplace transform (s) domain. In this context, they derived the following
approximation for the s-domain kT Love number in the small s limit:
kT(s, LT) ≈ kT
f
(LT) [1 − T1s] , (12)
where
T1 ≡ 1kT
f
(LT)
K∑
k=1
r′′
k
s2k
.
The small-s approximation is consistent with the assumption of a long timescale forcing that permits the
application of the eigenvalue approach (equation (2)) for predicting TPW. Using the expression (12) in the
s-domain form of equation (11), and inverting the result back into the time domain, yields [Ricard et al.,
1993]
Iij(t) = I0𝛿ij +
a5
3G
kT
f
(LT)
[
𝜔i(t)𝜔j(t) −
1
3
𝜔2(t)𝛿ij
]
− a
5
3G
kT
f
(LT) T1
[
?̇?i(t)𝜔j(t) + 𝜔i(t)?̇?j(t) −
2
3
𝜔𝓁(t)?̇?𝓁(t)𝛿ij
]
+ IL
ij
(t). (13)
Following equation (2), Ricard et al. [1993] computed TPW by tracking the time-dependent principal axis of
the inertia tensor Iij(t) with maximummoment. As in the last section, the ﬁrst two terms on the right-hand
side of equation (13), which represent the equilibrium form, do not impact the diagonalization, and thus,
the reorientation is governed by a competition between the driving force for TPW (IL
ij
(t)) and the stabilization
associated with the delayed viscous adjustment of the rotational bulge (the third term on the right-hand
side of equation (13)).
2.4. Incorporating Stabilization by the Remnant Bulge
As described in the context of Figure 1c, remnant bulge stabilization arises when the response of the rotat-
ing planet to a perturbed centrifugal potential is governed by a planetary model with an elastic lithospheric
thickness that is diﬀerent from the thickness associated with the rotational form of the background (i.e.,
initial, preloading) state. In the case of Figure 1c, the background state is hydrostatic, but the planetary
response to the evolving centrifugal potential is determined by a model with LT ≠ 0.
The inertia tensor perturbation associated with this scenario can be derived by replacing kT
f
(LT) in the sec-
ond term of the right-hand side of equation (9) with the ﬂuid Love number governing the hydrostatic form,
kT ,∗
f
. This yields
Iij(t) = I0𝛿ij +
a5
3G
kT ,∗
f
Ω2
(
𝛿i3 −
1
3
)
𝛿ij
+ a
5
3G
kT(t, LT) ∗
{[
𝜔i(t)𝜔j(t) −
1
3
𝜔2(t)𝛿ij
]
− Ω2
(
𝛿i3 −
1
3
)
𝛿ij
}
+ IL
ij
(t) . (14)
The ﬁrst two terms on the right-hand side represent the initial, hydrostatic state (Figure 1c1). As in
equation (9) (or equation (13)), the third term introduces a delayed, viscous response of the rotational bulge
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to the evolving rotation vector. However, in contrast to this earlier equation, the rotational bulge cannot
adjust perfectly to a perturbation in pole position (i.e., in the long-term ﬂuid limit, the two terms involving
Ω on the right-hand side of equation (14) do not cancel) and this noncancelation gives rise to the remnant
bulge stabilization. We can rearrange equation (14) by collecting the two terms inΩ. This exercise yields
Iij(t) = I0𝛿ij +
a5
3G
[
kT ,∗
f
− kT
f
(LT)
]
Ω2
(
𝛿i3 −
1
3
)
𝛿ij
+ a
5
3G
kT(t, LT) ∗
[
𝜔i(t)𝜔j(t) −
1
3
𝜔2(t)𝛿ij
]
+ IL
ij
(t) . (15)
The remnant bulge stabilization is given by the second term of the right-hand side, which is a function of
the diﬀerence between the ﬂuid k Love number for the two planetary models with and without an elastic
lithosphere. Note that if we set LT = 0, this stabilization disappears.
If we once again apply both the small-s approximation to the s-domain form of the kT Love number
(equation (12)) and the convolution theorem to equation (15), we arrive, after some minor rearrangement,
at the result
Iij(t) = I0𝛿ij +
a5
3G
kT
f
(LT)
[
𝜔i(t)𝜔j(t) −
1
3
𝜔2(t)𝛿ij
]
+ a
5
3G
[
kT ,∗
f
− kT
f
(LT)
]
Ω2
(
𝛿i3 −
1
3
)
𝛿ij
− a
5
3G
kT
f
(LT) T1
[
?̇?i(t)𝜔j(t) + 𝜔i(t)?̇?j(t) −
2
3
𝜔𝓁(t)?̇?𝓁(t)𝛿ij
]
+ IL
ij
(t). (16)
Using equation (16) in the eigenvalue equation (2) yields a time-dependent, nonlinear theory of TPW that
incorporates stabilization due to both the delayed, viscous adjustment of the rotational bulge and the rem-
nant bulge. As before, the ﬁrst two terms on the right-hand side of the equation (the equilibrium form) do
not impact the diagonalization, and thus, the reorientation of the rotation axis is governed by a competi-
tion between the driving force for TPW (IL
ij
(t)) and the stabilizations associated with both the delayed viscous
adjustment of the rotational bulge and the remnant bulge (the fourth and third terms on the right-hand
side of equation (16), respectively).
In analogy with section 2.3.1, we can use the above equations to derive an expression for the inertia ten-
sor perturbation in the case when the driving load is applied over timescales much longer than those that
characterize the viscous adjustment of the rotational bulge (i.e., the equilibrium case). Equation (15) then
simpliﬁes to
Iij(t) = I0𝛿ij +
a5
3G
kT
f
(LT)
[
𝜔i(t)𝜔j(t) −
1
3
𝜔2(t)𝛿ij
]
+ a
5
3G
[
kT ,∗
f
− kT
f
(LT)
]
Ω2
(
𝛿i3 −
1
3
)
𝛿ij + ILij(t). (17)
We could have also derived this expression by setting the time derivatives of the angular velocity compo-
nents in equation (16) to zero. The above expression extends equation (10) to incorporate remnant bulge
stabilization. In contrast to the earlier result, the ﬁnal location of a load that is applied and retained for all
time is not the equator. Rather, the location is established through a balance between the load forcing and
the remnant bulge stabilization. In practical terms, the equilibrium TPW is computed, following equation (2),
by diagonalizing the sum of the third and fourth terms on the right-hand side of equation (17).
2.5. External Loads: The Form of IL
ij
(t)
The derivations above are general in the sense that they apply to the case of either external or internal
loading processes. In the case of the latter, the time-dependent inertia tensor may be input from a sim-
ulation of mantle convection (on Earth or other terrestrial planets) and, in this regard, one can make use
of the well-established mapping between the components of the inertia tensor and the spherical har-
monic components of the gravitational potential at degree 2 [e.g.,Matsuyama et al., 2006]. These harmonic
components must, of course, include contributions both from mantle buoyancy variations and boundary
deformations driven by this buoyancy ﬁeld.
In the case of external mass loads, one can decompose the load inertia tensor IL
ij
(t) into terms associated
with the mass anomalies and the planetary deformation driven by the mass anomalies. The latter contribu-
tion can, in turn, be expressed using viscoelastic load Love number theory, just as we used viscoelastic tidal
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Love numbers to express the deformation induced by a perturbed centrifugal potential. In particular, if we
denote the inertia tensor perturbation associated with surface mass redistribution on a rigid Earth as IR
ij
(t),
then the inertia perturbation due to the combined eﬀects of this redistribution and the associated planetary
deformation, i.e., IL
ij
(t), is given by
IL
ij
(t) = [𝛿(t) + kL(t, LT)] ∗ IR
ij
(t) = IR
ij
(t) + kL(t, LT) ∗ IR
ij
(t). (18)
This relation can be applied in place of IL
ij
(t) in any of the expressions for the total inertia tensor perturbation
derived above when one is considering TPW driven by surface mass loading. In particular, equation (16)
becomes
Iij(t) = I0𝛿ij +
a5
3G
kT
f
(LT)
[
𝜔i(t)𝜔j(t) −
1
3
𝜔2(t)𝛿ij
]
+ a
5
3G
[
kT ,∗
f
− kT
f
(LT)
]
Ω2
(
𝛿i3 −
1
3
)
𝛿ij +
[
IR
ij
(t) + kL(t, LT) ∗ IR
ij
(t)
]
− a
5
3G
kT
f
(LT) T1
[
?̇?i(t)𝜔j(t) + 𝜔i(t)?̇?j(t) −
2
3
𝜔𝓁(t)?̇?𝓁(t)𝛿ij
]
. (19)
2.5.1. The Case of an Axisymmetric Surface Mass Load
It will be useful, in comparing our results to those ofWillemann [1984] andMatsuyama et al. [2006], to con-
sider a further special case of equation (19) valid for an axisymmetric surface mass load applied at time
t = 0 and retained for all time. We can denote the space-time dependence of this surface mass load by
R(𝜃, 𝜓)H(t), where 𝜃 and 𝜓 are the colatitude and east longitude, respectively, and H(t) is the Heaviside step
function. (We note that a disk load with arbitrary time dependence can be modeled as a series of step load-
ings with suitable time lags, and therefore, in practical terms, the Heaviside time dependence involves no
loss of generality.) The spherical harmonic decomposition of R can then be written as
R(𝜃, 𝜓) =
∞∑
𝓁=0
𝓁∑
m=−𝓁
R𝓁mY𝓁m(𝜃, 𝜓), (20)
where Y𝓁m are complex surface spherical harmonics of degree 𝓁 and orderm. We will assume that these
basis functions are normalized such that
∫SY
†
𝓁′m′ (𝜃, 𝜓)Y𝓁m(𝜃, 𝜓)dΩ = 4𝜋𝛿𝓁𝓁′𝛿mm′ , (21)
where † denotes complex conjugation.
The load inertia tensor perturbation, 𝐈R(t), can be expressed in terms of the spherical harmonic components
of the surface mass load at degree 2 [e.g.,Matsuyama et al., 2006]:
IR
11
(t) = 4𝜋a4
[
1
3
√
5
R20 −
√
2
15
Re(R22)
]
H(t)
IR
22
(t) = 4𝜋a4
[
1
3
√
5
R20 +
√
2
15
Re(R22)
]
H(t)
IR
33
(t) = −8𝜋a
4
3
√
5
R20H(t)
IR
12
(t) = 8𝜋a
4√
30
Im(R22)H(t)
IR
13
(t) = 8𝜋a
4√
30
Re(R21)H(t)
IR
23
(t) = −8𝜋a
4√
30
Im(R21)H(t). (22)
Next, consider an axisymmetric load centered at a colatitude 𝜃L and east longitude 𝜓L. Let us say that this
load, if centered at the north pole, had a degree 2 zonal harmonic given by R′
20
, then one can show that the
spherical harmonic coeﬃcients for the load centered at (𝜃L, 𝜓L) are given by [Matsuyama et al., 2006]
R2m = R′20
Y†2m(𝜃L, 𝜓L)√
5
. (23)
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Willemann [1984] normalized the surface mass load by considering the ratio between the degree 2 pertur-
bations in the geopotential associated with the direct eﬀect of the load and the hydrostatic rotational bulge.
In particular, he deﬁned a parameter Q′ such that
Q′ = −
4𝜋aG
5
R′
20
− 1
3
√
5
a2Ω2kT ,∗
f
. (24)
Using equations (23) and (24) in equation (22), and, for simplicity, choosing 𝜓L = 0 yields
IR
11
(t) = Ω
2a5
9G
kT ,∗
f
Q′
[
P20(cos 𝜃L) −
1
2
P22(cos 𝜃L)
]
H(t)
IR
22
(t) = Ω
2a5
9G
kT ,∗
f
Q′
[
P20(cos 𝜃L) +
1
2
P22(cos 𝜃L)
]
H(t)
IR
33
(t) = −2Ω
2a5
9G
kT ,∗
f
Q′P20(cos 𝜃L)H(t)
IR
13
(t) = Ω
2a5
9G
kT ,∗
f
Q′P21(cos 𝜃L)H(t)
IR
12
(t) = IR
23
(t) = 0, (25)
where the P2m are unnormalized associated Legendre polynomials. Our predictions of time-dependent TPW
driven by an axisymmetric surface mass load are generated by applying the above expressions into (19) and
diagonalizing the result.
2.5.2. The Equilibrium Theory ofWillemann [1984] andMatsuyama et al. [2006]
Willemann [1984] andMatsuyama et al. [2006] were concerned with the ﬁnal displacement of the rotation
axis in the case of the axisymmetric loading treated in the last subsection. If we consider the inertia tensor
an inﬁnite time after the application of the surface mass load, then equation (19) becomes
Iij(t∞) = I0𝛿ij +
a5
3G
kT
f
(LT)
[
𝜔i(t∞)𝜔j(t∞) −
1
3
𝜔2(t∞)𝛿ij
]
+ a
5
3G
[
kT ,∗
f
− kT
f
(LT)
]
Ω2
(
𝛿i3 −
1
3
)
𝛿ij +
[
1 + kL
f
(LT)
]
IR
ij
(t∞). (26)
The equilibrium TPW is governed by the diagonalization of the third plus fourth term on the right-hand side
of this equation. If we denote the sum of these two terms by the superscript eq, then we have
Ieqij (t∞) =
a5
3G
[
kT ,∗
f
− kT
f
(LT)
]
Ω2
(
𝛿i3 −
1
3
)
𝛿ij +
[
1 + kL
f
(LT)
]
IR
ij
(t∞). (27)
Using equations (23)–(25) in equation (27), and diagonalizing the result, yields a TPW angle 𝛿 given by
𝛿 = 1
2
arctan
[
Qeﬀsin(2𝜃L)
1 − Qeﬀcos(2𝜃L)
]
, (28)
where Qeﬀ = Q′𝛼, and
𝛼 =
1 + kL
f
(LT)
1 − kT
f
(LT)∕kT ,∗
f
. (29)
This result for 𝛿 is identical to the expression derived byMatsuyama et al. [2006].
The TPW angle is a function of the initial load colatitude, 𝜃L, and on the parameter Qeﬀ. Embedded in the
latter is a sensitivity to the uncompensated size of the load (governed by the parameter Q′) and the param-
eter 𝛼, which is a function of the planetary density structure and the elastic thickness of the lithosphere.
In Figure 2 we plot the TPW angle versus 𝜃L for a suite of solutions distinguished on the basis of the choice
for Qeﬀ. A detailed discussion of the ﬁgure can be found inMatsuyama et al. [2006], and we include it here
because it will serve as a useful reference for, and check of, the time-dependent TPW results discussed in the
next section. We note that as Qeﬀ → ∞ in Figure 2 (or equation (28)), the reorientation of the pole is 90 − 𝜃L;
that is, the ﬁnal position of the pole is the equator. This is as one would expect. For a very large load, the
load driving TPW will dominate the remnant bulge stabilization and the solution converges to the scenario
in Figure 1a5 or 1b5 described by Gold [1955]. As an example of a smaller surface mass load, consider the
case of Qeﬀ = 0.5. A load of this size placed at an initial colatitude of 20◦, will ultimately drive TPW of ∼ 13◦,
or just ∼ 20% of the 70◦ reorientation expected on the basis of an equilibrium theory of Gold [1955].
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Figure 2. Predictions of equilibrium TPW angle as a function of the initial colatitude (𝜃L) of the loading (see equation (28)). The lines
join solutions based on the same value of Qeﬀ , as indicated.
3. Results
In this section we present a suite of illustrative predictions of time-dependent TPW on spherical,
self-gravitating, Maxwell viscoelastic Earth and Mars models that incorporate stabilization from both the
delayed adjustment of the rotational bulge and the remnant bulge. To begin, we consider TPW on Earth
driven by simpliﬁed surface mass loads.
3.1. Time-Dependent TPW on Earth: Some Illustrative Examples
The elastic and density structure of the Earth model is taken from the seismically inferred Preliminary Refer-
ence Earth Model [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981]. The viscosity of the Earth model is discretized into three
layers: a uniform elastic (i.e., inﬁnite viscosity) lithosphere of thickness LT; a constant upper mantle viscosity
of 5 × 1020 Pa s; and a constant lower mantle viscosity denoted by 𝜈lm. Both LT and 𝜈lm serve as free param-
eters of the modeling, but our standard case will be characterized by LT = 15 km and 𝜈lm = 1022 Pa s. The
external load will be modeled as an axisymmetric disk load placed on the Greenwich meridian, and at an
initial colatitude of 𝜃L. The standard case will adopt 𝜃L = 45◦ and a Qeﬀ value of unity. The size of the load
is assumed to increase from zero to the adopted Qeﬀ value in the ﬁrst 1 Myr of each simulation with a time
dependence given by a hyperbolic tangent function. We chose this timescale because it is consistent with
the underlying assumption of the theory that the loading timescale is longer than the longest normal mode
decay time, yet it is suﬃciently short that the computed TPW departs from the path predicted using an equi-
librium theory. Our predictions are based on equation (19), with the inertia tensor perturbation associated
with the direct eﬀect of the surface mass load given by equation (25). The Earth has a broken lithosphere,
and, as discussed in section 1, we interpret the parameter LT as an eﬀective elastic lithospheric thickness;
our choice of LT = 15 km for the standard case is likely above the upper bound for this thickness [Creveling
et al., 2012], and thus, in an analysis described below we will consider the sensitivity of the predictions to a
variation of LT in the range 5–25 km. As a ﬁnal point, a numerical instability occurs for time steps that are too
short (see Appendix A). In this regard, our time step for each model run is chosen to be uniform and as small
as possible without encountering this instability.
In Figure 3, we plot the prediction of time-dependent TPW based on the standard case. The large dot
on the extreme right of the ﬁgure is the equilibrium TPW computed using the analytic expression (28)
[Matsuyama et al., 2006]. The agreement between this analytic expression and the long-time asymptote of
the time-dependent TPW prediction provides an important check on the latter. The time-dependent pre-
diction reaches 50% and 90% of the equilibrium value (22.5◦) in 6.1 Myr and 18.3 Myr, respectively. (We
henceforth denote the time elapsed for the pole to reach half its maximum value by the symbol t1∕2).
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Figure 3. Predictions of surface load induced TPW as a function of time computed using a Maxwell viscoelastic Earth characterized by
an elastic lithospheric thickness LT = 15 km, and upper and lower mantle viscosities of 5 × 1020 Pa s and 1022 Pa s, respectively. The
surface load is an axisymmetric disk centered at an initial colatitude 𝜃L = 45◦ . The disk size is increased such that the parameter Qeﬀ is
varied from 0.0 to 1.0 in the ﬁrst 1 Myr of the simulation (see text) and then retained for all time. This is the test model case discussed in
the text. The solid and dotted lines are solutions in which remnant bulge stabilization is either included (equation (19) with 𝐈R(t) given
by equation (25)) or not included (the same equations, with the exception that the third term on the right-hand side of equation (19) is
deleted), respectively, in the TPW calculation. As a check on the result with the remnant bulge stabilization (solid line), we have repeated
that calculation using the linearized rotational stability theory derived by Chan et al. [2011] and discussed in section 2.1 (dashed line;
see text). All calculations incorporate stabilization by the delayed, viscous adjustment of the rotational bulge. The solid circle on the
right-hand side of the ﬁgure is the TPW predicted for the test model case using the equilibrium (i.e., inﬁnite time) theory of Matsuyama
et al. [2006] (see equation (28)).
As a second check on the result in Figure 3, we have repeated the standard calculation using the linearized
rotational stability theory derived by Chan et al. [2011] and discussed in section 2.1 (dashed line, Figure 3).
This theory does not require that the forcing have a timescale comparable to or longer than the longest
mode of viscoelastic decay, but it assumes that perturbations to the pole position are “small.” Chan et al.
[2011] explored the range of validity for their linearized theory and found that, for forcing placed near mid-
latitudes, errors are only O(10%) for TPW of 20–30◦. This estimate is consistent with the oﬀset between the
solid and dashed lines in Figure 3 at the limit of t → ∞. We assume that in the earliest stages of TPW in
Figure 3, the Chan et al. [2011] theory is more accurate. During this phase, we note that the discrepancy
between results generated with the linear and nonlinear theories is small.
The dotted line in Figure 3 is analogous to the solid, with the exception that stabilization due to the rem-
nant bulge is ignored by deleting the third term on the right-hand side of equation (19). This deletion yields
a governing equation consistent with the rotational stability theory derived by Ricard et al. [1993]. The equi-
librium TPW predicted in this case (45◦) is such that the ﬁnal position of the disk load is at the equator,
as expected from the physics associated with Figure 1b, Gold [1955], and Ricard et al. [1993]. As we noted
in our discussion of stabilization due to the remnant bulge, the existence of even a relatively thin elastic
lithosphere is suﬃcient to signiﬁcantly reduce the predicted TPW from the value expected on the basis of
the canonical theory of Gold [1955] [Matsuyama et al., 2006; Daradich et al., 2008]. However, we note from
Figure 3 that the inclusion of remnant bulge stabilization also acts to alter the characteristic timescale of the
predicted TPW. As an example, t1∕2 = 9.9 Myr for the dotted line in Figure 3, which is 65% longer than the
analogous timescale for the case where the remnant bulge is included. This diﬀerence is primarily due to the
reduced amplitude of TPW when remnant bulge stabilization is included, whereas the damping caused by
the viscous rotational bulge remains relatively unchanged between both cases.
We next turn to a sensitivity analysis in which we repeat the calculation in Figure 3 (solid line) for a suite of
simulations in which Qeﬀ, 𝜈lm, and 𝜃L are individually varied while the other parameters are held constant at
values that deﬁne the standard case. Figures 4 and 5 show predictions of time-dependent TPW and TPW
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Figure 4. Predictions of surface load induced TPW as a function of time computed for a suite of simulations in which the parameter
Qeﬀ , the lower mantle viscosity 𝜈lm , or the initial load colatitude 𝜃L are varied from the test model case used in Figure 3 (solid line). (a)
Qeﬀ values (from bottom to top) of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 2.0, and 100.0. (b) 𝜈lm values (solid lines from left to right) of 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20,
and 30 × 1021 Pa s. The dashed line is a solution in which the rotational bulge stabilization is excluded (i.e., the term involving T1 in
equation (19) is set to 0). (c) 𝜃L values (from top right to bottom right) of 5
◦ , 15◦ , 25◦ , 35◦ , 45◦ , 55◦ , 65◦ , 75◦ , and 85◦ . All calculations
include stabilization by both the delayed viscous adjustment of the rotational bulge and the remnant bulge (equation (19) with 𝐈R(t)
given by equation (25)). The solid circles on the right-hand side of the ﬁgure are the TPW predictions based on the equilibrium (i.e.,
inﬁnite time) theory of Matsuyama et al. [2006] (see equation (28)).
speed, respectively. In addition, for each of these time-dependent simulations, we compute and plot the
value of t1∕2 and the peak TPW speed in Figures 6 and 7.
As Qeﬀ is increased, the equilibrium position of the pole increases asymptotically toward 45
◦. That is, as the
load size increasingly dominates the remnant bulge stabilization, the ﬁnal load position will reach progres-
sively closer to the equator (Figure 4a). (Note, once again, that the long time limit of each simulation in
Figure 4a matches the equilibrium TPW predicted on the basis of equation (28).) Regardless of the value of
Qeﬀ, the peak speed of TPW is obtained at the end of the loading phase, 1 Myr after the onset of loading. It
is interesting to note that the peak TPW speed is a linear function of the adopted value of Qeﬀ (Figure 7a).
In contrast, the time to reach half the ﬁnal TPW, t1∕2, varies in a more complex manner with the adopted Qeﬀ
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Figure 5. Predictions of surface load induced TPW speed as a function of time computed for a suite of simulations in which the param-
eter Qeﬀ , the lower mantle viscosity 𝜈lm , or the initial load colatitude 𝜃L are varied from the test model case used in Figure 3 (solid line).
(a) Qeﬀ values (from bottom to top) of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, and 2.0. (b) 𝜈lm values (from top to bottom at location of peaks) of 1, 2, 3, 5,
10, 20, and 30 × 1021 Pa s. (c) 𝜃L values (from bottom to top at peak values of grey lines) of 5◦ , 15◦ , 25◦ , 35◦ , and (from top to bottom
at peak values of black lines) 45◦ , 55◦ , 65◦ , 75◦ , and 85◦ . All calculations include stabilization by both the delayed viscous adjustment
of the rotational bulge and the remnant bulge (equation (19) with 𝐈R(t) given by equation (25)).
(Figure 6a). Speciﬁcally, for values of Qeﬀ ≤ 0.5, t1∕2 ∼ 7–8 Myr and is relatively insensitive to variations in Qeﬀ.
As Qeﬀ increases above ∼ 0.5, t1∕2 decreases more rapidly.
Each of Figures 4b, 5b, 6b, and 7b shows results for a suite of simulations in which the lower mantle viscos-
ity of the Earth model is varied from 1021 Pa s to 3 × 1022 Pa s. The equilibrium (i.e., long-time) position of
the pole is entirely insensitive to 𝜈lm, while the time-dependent trajectory toward this equilibrium value is
not (Figure 4b). The parameter t1∕2 is linearly proportional to the adopted value of 𝜈lm (Figure 6b). The pro-
portionality is such that the factor of 30 increase in viscosity treated in the ﬁgure produces a factor of ∼ 3.5
increase in the time necessary for the pole to be displaced by half its equilibrium displacement. Figure 6b
shows the analogous prediction for Qeﬀ = 0.1. This additional calculation indicates that the linear pro-
portionality between 𝜈lm and t1∕2 is a general result and that the proportionality constant connecting these
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Figure 6. Solid lines on each frame show predictions of the time (in Myr) required for the pole to be displaced by half the maximum (i.e.,
inﬁnite time) value (t1∕2) for a suite of simulations in which the parameter Qeﬀ , the lower mantle viscosity 𝜈lm , or the initial load colatitude
𝜃L are varied from the test model case used in Figure 3 (solid line). (a) Qeﬀ is varied from 0.1 to 2.0; (b) 𝜈lm is varied from 10
21 Pa s to
30 × 1021 Pa s; and (c) 𝜃L is varied from 5◦ (or 1∕𝜃L = 0.2) to 85◦ . In Figures 6b and 6c, the dotted line shows a result analogous to the
solid line case (where Qeﬀ = 1.0) with the exception that the parameter Qeﬀ has a value of 0.1. All calculations include stabilization by
both the delayed viscous adjustment of the rotational bulge and the remnant bulge (equation (19) with 𝐈R(t) given by equation (25)).
parameters is weakly sensitive to the adopted Qeﬀ. In contrast to these results, while the peak TPW speed
decreases monotonically with increasing 𝜈lm, this decrease is not a linear function of the adopted lower
mantle viscosity (Figure 7b).
The dashed line in Figure 4b represents a TPW simulation in which the stabilizing eﬀects of the delayed
adjustment of the rotational bulge is excluded. At each stage in the loading, the dashed line represents the
TPW computed using the equilibrium theory of Matsuyama et al. [2006] (equation (28)). The lag between
the dashed line and each of the solid lines represents the delay associated with the adjustment of the rota-
tional bulge, which is, of course, a function of the adopted lower mantle viscosity. Inferences of lower mantle
viscosity [Nakada and Lambeck, 1989; Mitrovica, 1996; Lambeck et al., 1998; Mitrovica and Forte, 2004] are
greater than the lowest viscosity (1021 Pa s) in the ﬁgure, indicating that stabilization associated with the
rotational bulge is active for loading timescales of order 1 Myr.
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Figure 7. As in Figure 6, except for predictions of the peak TPW speed (Degrees/Myr).
The predicted time dependence of TPW is a complex function of the initial position of the disk load
(Figure 4c). This complexity is particularly evident in the time dependence of the TPW speed, which is char-
acterized by a nonmonotonic peak amplitude (Figure 5c). In particular, the predicted peak TPW speed is
highest for a load placed at midlatitudes and drops oﬀ symmetrically as the initial position of the disk load
is placed closer to either the rotation axis (𝜃L is small) or the equator (𝜃L → 90
◦) (Figures 5c and 7c). In the
latter case, the ﬁnal TPW is small because the load is already close to the equator (Figure 4c), and thus, the
TPW speed is limited by this proximity (e.g., see the 𝜃L = 85◦ case in Figure 5c). The explanation for the for-
mer, small 𝜃L case, is more complicated. In the former case, when the load is placed close to the rotation axis,
there is a near cancellation between the load-induced forcing and the remnant bulge stabilization since
Qeﬀ = 1, i.e., the net forcing is small. In this case, even though the total displacement of the pole is large (the
equilibrium TPW is ∼ 45◦; Figures 2 and 4c), the TPW speed will be small throughout the reorientation of the
pole from its initial to ﬁnal position.
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Figure 8. Predictions of surface load induced TPW as a function of time computed using a Maxwell viscoelastic Earth characterized by
upper and lower mantle viscosities of 5 × 1020 Pa s and 1022 Pa s, respectively. The surface load is an axisymmetric disk centered at
an initial colatitude 𝜃L = 45◦ . All calculations use the full rotational stability theory in which stabilization by both the delayed, viscous
adjustment of the rotational bulge and the remnant bulge are included (equation (19) with 𝐈R(t) given by equation (25)). Solid line: An
elastic lithospheric thickness of LT = 15 km, and a disk size that is increased such that the parameter Qeﬀ is varied from 0.0 to 1.0 in the
ﬁrst 1 Myr of the simulation (see text) and then retained for all time. This is the test model case discussed in the text. Dashed lines (from
top to bottom): LT = 5 km, 10 km, and 25 km; for these cases, the uncompensated sizes of the loads (Q′ ; equation (24)) are varied such
that the product Q′(1+kL
f
) remains identical to that used to generate the solid line. The solid circles on the right-hand side of the ﬁgure
are the equilibrium TPW predicted for these cases (see equation (28)).
In the Qeﬀ = 0.1 case (Figure 7c), the net TPW is small because the remnant bulge is stronger than the
load-induced forcing (Figure 2), and thus, the TPW speed is limited by the small net displacement of the
pole. The symmetry evident in Figure 7c is particularly interesting given that the equilibrium TPW for these
Qeﬀ values in Figure 2 do not both exhibit symmetry across midlatitudes. The above arguments suggest that
the symmetry evident in Figure 7c will disappear for Qeﬀ values progressively greater than 1.
As a ﬁnal point in regard of Figure 4c, the fact that the TPW predicted in the long-time limit is linearly related
to 𝜃L is consistent with the Qeﬀ = 1 case in Figure 2. Note, once again, that the time-dependent TPW
predictions in Figure 4c converge to the equilibrium values given by the analytic expression (28).
In Figure 8 we extend the analyses described above to consider the sensitivity of the predictions to a
change in the elastic thickness of the lithosphere, LT. The solid line in the ﬁgure is the TPW predicted for
the standard case, and it is reproduced from Figure 3. As discussed above, this calculation adopts a value
of Qeﬀ = 1.0. To isolate the impact of LT on the adjustment of the rotational bulge from its direct impact
on the load via isostatic compensation, we vary LT from 5 to 25 km (dashed lines in Figure 8) while holding
the product Q′(1 + kL
f
) constant and equal to the LT = 15 km case. Following our deﬁnition for Qeﬀ ≡ Q′𝛼
(where 𝛼 is deﬁned in equation (29)), keeping Q′(1 + kL
f
) constant requires that we vary Qeﬀ appropriately.
As a result, the long-time limits of the TPW predictions are distinct, and they converge to the equilibrium
values expected on the basis of equation (28). A more signiﬁcant diﬀerence is the timescale over which
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Figure 9. Predictions of TPW as a function of time using the same test model case corresponding to the solid line in Figure 3 (repro-
duced here also as solid line), except the remaining lines, which have excess ellipticity added to their degree-2 k tidal Love numbers.
From top to bottom (dashed lines), the added excess ellipticity values are 0.002, 0.004, 0.006, 0.008, and 0.01, respectively. The solid
circles on the right-hand side of the ﬁgure are the equilibrium TPW predicted for these cases (see equation (28)).
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Figure 10. Predictions of surface load induced TPW as a function of time computed using a Maxwell viscoelastic Mars model charac-
terized by an elastic lithospheric thickness LT = 110 km, and mantle viscosities of 1021 Pa s, 1022 Pa s, and 1023 Pa s (solid curves from
left to right, respectively). The surface load is an axisymmetric disk centered at an initial colatitude 𝜃L = 45◦ . The disk size is increased
such that the parameter Qeﬀ is varied from 0.0 to 1.0 in (a) the ﬁrst 1 Myr and (b) the ﬁrst 10 Myr of the simulation and then retained for
all time. The dashed line on each frame is a solution in which the rotational bulge stabilization is excluded (i.e., the term involving T1 in
equation (19) is set to 0). The solid circle on the right-hand side on each frame is the TPW predicted using the equilibrium (i.e., inﬁnite
time) theory of Matsuyama et al. [2006] (see equation (28)).
these predictions converge to their respective equilibrium values. In particular, as LT increases from 5 km to
25 km, t1∕2 decreases from ∼9 Myr to ∼4 Myr. As mentioned in the discussion of Figure 3, this trend is primar-
ily due to the reduced amplitude of TPW associated with the remnant bulge stabilization (third term on the
right-hand side of equation (19)). The eﬀect of this stabilization on the perturbed pole position is constant,
whereas the stabilization associated with the delayed adjustment of the viscous rotational bulge (ﬁfth term
of equation (19)) evolves with time. Given a comparable eﬀective loading (Q′(1 + kL
f
)), the timescale of the
TPW predictions in Figure 8 depends on the time-evolving relative importance of these eﬀects.
In addition to the remnant bulge, a planet may also have a stable excess ellipticity arising, for example, from
long timescale convective ﬂow in the interior. On present-day Earth, this excess ellipticity is observed to
contribute an additional ∼0.01 to the degree-2 k tidal Love number when averaged over the two princi-
pal equatorial axes [Chambat et al., 2010]. Figure 9 shows the stabilizing eﬀect of excess ellipticity on our
standard scenario. An excess ellipticity of 0.002 (topmost dashed line), or 20% of Earth’s present-day value,
reduces the ﬁnal TPW by over 60% relative to the case without this stabilization. The reduction is over 90% if
we adopt the Earths present-day excess ellipticity (bottommost dashed line). It is important to note that this
level of stabilization arises from the combined eﬀects of the remnant bulge and the excess ellipticity. Even
in the absence of an elastic lithosphere, any long-term excess ellipticity would still signiﬁcantly stabilize a
planets rotation [Creveling et al., 2012].
3.2. Time-Dependent TPW on Mars: Some Illustrative Examples
Figure 10 shows a set of illustrative simulations of time-dependent TPW on Mars. The predictions are once
again based on equation (19), with the inertia tensor perturbation associated with the direct eﬀect of the
surface mass load given by equation (25). The elastic and density structure of the Mars model is taken from
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Zharkov and Gudkova [2005]. The viscosity of the model is discretized into two layers: a uniform elastic litho-
sphere of thickness 110 km and constant mantle viscosities of 1021 Pa s, 1022 Pa s, and 1023 Pa s (the three
solid lines on each frame). In all cases, the axisymmetric load is placed at 𝜃L = 45◦. In Figure 10a, the size of
this load is assumed to increase from zero to Qeﬀ = 1 in the ﬁrst 1 Myr of each simulation, as in Figures 3-8.
For a convective forcing, this is unrealistically short, and therefore, in Figure 10b, the timescale is increased
by an order of magnitude.
In each frame of the ﬁgure, the dashed line represents a simulation in which the stabilizing eﬀect of the
delayed adjustment of the rotational bulge is excluded. As discussed in relation to Figure 4b, at each stage
in the loading, the dashed line represents the TPW computed using the equilibrium theory ofMatsuyama et
al. [2006] (equation (28)). For loading timescales of either 1 or 10 Myr, stabilization associated with the rota-
tional bulge in the case of a mantle viscosity of 1021 Pa s introduces a negligible lag in the TPW prediction
relative to this equilibrium theory. Conversely, this lag only becomes signiﬁcant over this timescale of load-
ing when the mantle viscosity exceeds 1022 Pa s. The viscosity of Martian mantle is not well constrained, but
most recent studies adopt values from ∼ 1019 Pa s to 1021 Pa s, where the range reﬂects uncertainties asso-
ciated with both temperature and composition [e.g., Hauck and Phillips, 2002;Williams and Nimmo, 2004;
Breuer and Spohn, 2006]. This suggests, with reference to Figure 10, that stabilization associated with the
Martian rotational bulge is unimportant for loads that evolve over timescales longer than ∼ 1 Myr.
4. Final Remarks
We have derived and applied a nonlinear theory for predicting time-dependent TPW of terrestrial plan-
ets subject to (internal or external) mass redistribution. The theory accounts for stabilization associated
with both the delayed viscous readjustment of the rotational bulge and TPW-induced stresses in an elastic
lithosphere (i.e., a remnant bulge). Our derivation is an extension of the treatment by Ricard et al. [1993] to
include remnant bulge stabilization and it assumes, following that work, that inertia tensor perturbations
have a timescale longer than the viscous response of the planetary model to an applied tidal-eﬀective forc-
ing. Our derivation may also be understood as an extension of the equilibrium rotational stability theory of
Willemann [1984] andMatsuyama et al. [2006] to incorporate time dependence.
Previous work has shown that the remnant bulge can signiﬁcantly reduce the amplitude of TPW relative
to calculations which incorporate stabilization by the viscoelastically deforming rotational bulge alone
[Willemann, 1984; Matsuyama et al., 2006; Daradich et al., 2008]. Our new calculations demonstrate that
the remnant bulge also acts to reduce the characteristic timescale of the TPW (e.g., Figures 3 and 8). This
reduction in timescale can be understood by inspection of the equations governing TPW; namely, the eigen-
value problem in equation (2) with the total inertia tensor perturbation given by equation (16). The remnant
bulge stabilization is embodied within the third term on the right-hand side of the latter equation. This term
depends on the thickness of the elastic lithosphere and the original orientation of the rotation axis, and
it is stationary in time. Thus, if stabilization by the remnant bulge is switched on (as in Figure 3), or if it is
strengthened by increasing the thickness of the elastic lithosphere (as in Figure 8), then it will moderate the
time dependence associated with the delayed viscous adjustment of the rotational bulge (the fourth term
on the right-hand side of equation (16)).
The remaining calculations based on the Heaviside-type loading of a viscoelastic Earth model reveal other
interesting sensitivities. For example, the peak TPW speed is linearly dependent on the eﬀective load size,
Qeﬀ, while the time to reach half the ﬁnal (equilibrium) displacement of the pole, t1∕2, is linearly proportional
to the adopted lower mantle viscosity. Also, the peak TPW speed decreases monotonically with increasing
𝜈lm, but this decrease is not a linear function of 𝜈lm.
Finally, using current estimates of mantle viscosity for both Earth and Mars, our calculations suggest that
the transient stabilization associated with the rotational bulge will be signiﬁcant for Earth but negligible
for Mars in the case of forcings with timescale 1 Myr or longer. That is, the predicted TPW on Mars driven
by forcings over these timescales will track the equilibrium response, where the latter includes stabilization
associated with the remnant bulge [Willemann, 1984;Matsuyama et al., 2006]
The calculations presented in the last section all converge, as they should, to the equilibrium solution a
long time after the application of the loading. In future work we will further extend the theory described
here to incorporate a viscoelastic, rather than elastic, lithosphere. In this case, TPW should trend toward the
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equilibrium theory discussed byWillemann [1984] andMatsuyama et al. [2006] over timescales that are long,
but shorter than the viscous relaxation time of the viscoelastic lithosphere. However, once the timescale of
the loading exceeds this relaxation time, stabilization by the remnant bulge will disappear, and the pole will
further reorient so as to bring the load to the equator, as predicted by the classic equilibrium theory of
Gold [1955].
Appendix A: ANote on Time Step Sizes in theNumerical Implementations
As mentioned in section 2.1, the eigenvalue approach discussed in this article is based on the assumption
that the timescale of loading is similar to or longer than the reorientation timescale of the rotation pole. A
further long timescale condition was imposed in equation (12) (following Ricard et al. [1993]).
In numerically implementing the theory described in sections 2.3 and 2.4, we have (empirically) found
quantiﬁable limitations consistent with such long timescale assumptions. Consider the principal axis asso-
ciated with the maximummoment of inertia of the viscous part of the rotational bulge (whose adjustment
is induced by the rotational-potential perturbation but delayed by viscosity, i.e., the second and fourth term
on the right-hand side of equation (16)), and the maximummoment principal axis of the load (last term of
equation (16)). The numerical solution will only converge if both of these axes are on the same side of the
rotation pole in the previous time step (for the initial step, this is𝛀), which only happens when suﬃciently
large time steps are taken. The exact sizes of such time steps depend on the planetary model used (which
aﬀect kT
f
and T1). This limitation could be thought of as a requirement to leave enough time between time
steps for the viscous portion of the rotational bulge to begin adjusting toward the latest perturbation of the
rotational potential, thus inherently satisfying the long timescale assumptions mentioned above.
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